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Ruby and MongoDB Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	And then there was light – a lightweight database! How often have we all wanted some

	database that was "just a data store"? Sure, you can use it in many complex ways but in

	the end, it's just a plain simple data store. Welcome MongoDB!





	And then there was light – a lightweight language that...
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Lattice-Based Public-Key Cryptography in Hardware (Computer Architecture and Design Methodologies)Springer, 2019

	This book describes the efficient implementation of public-key cryptography (PKC) to address the security challenges of massive amounts of information generated by the vast network of connected devices, ranging from tiny Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags to powerful desktop computers. It investigates implementation aspects of post...
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Heat ConductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The long-awaited revision of the bestseller on heat conduction


	Heat Conduction, Third Edition is an update of the classic text on heat conduction, replacing some of the coverage of numerical methods with content on micro- and nanoscale heat transfer. With an emphasis on the mathematics and underlying physics, this new...
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Java Language Features: With Modules, Streams, Threads, I/O, and Lambda ExpressionsApress, 2018

	Work with essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as Java modules development, lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 50 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and better understand the topics...
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Numerical Methods for the Life Scientist: Binding and Enzyme Kinetics Calculated with GNU Octave and MATLABSpringer, 2011

	
		Enzyme kinetics, binding kinetics and pharmacological dose-response curves are currently analyzed by a few standard methods. Some of these, like Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics, use plausible approximations, others, like Hill equations for dose-response curves, are outdated. Calculating realistic reaction schemes requires numerical...
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ITIL V3 Release, Control and Validation (RCV) Full Certification Online Learning and Study Book CourseEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
Who Knew ITIL Certification E-Learning This Quick and Easy Could Make You Look This Good.

'The Art of Service has dramatically changed the way we deliver employee training. We can now deliver more training at less cost to a wider audience in a shorter period of time.'

On-demand eLearning: Don't pay over $ 3,000.00 for a 5 day...
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Programming Reactive Extensions and LINQApress, 2011

	Right now, we as programmers are at an impasse—a transition period between the well-understood
	world of imperative programming, and a world that is increasingly at odds with this model. In the ’80s,
	everything was simple: one machine, one thread, no network.


	CPUs are now scaling horizontally, adding more and more...
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PowerShell for Microsoft SharePoint 2010 AdministratorsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Windows SharePoint 2010 is a huge product. Believe it or not, it is also a complicated product. Sure, you can launch startup—click, click, click through the wizard—and come out on the other side with a SharePoint installation, but that is only scratching the surface.


	Windows SharePoint is one of the fastest growing...
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Electrical and Electronic Principles and Technology, Third EditionNewnes, 2007
An introductory textbook for students of electronics and electrical engineering

* New colour layout helps navigation and highlights key learning points, formulae and exercises
* 400 worked problems and over 1,300 questions, all with answers
* Fully up to date with the...
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Magento 1.3 Theme DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Magento is the hottest and most powerful e-commerce software around and it has gained massive popularity in a short period. By using Magento's powerful theming engine, you can control the look, content, and functionality, and easily launch a flexible e-commerce web site. However, because of its powerful features, developing Magento themes is easier...
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Mechanical Engineering PrinciplesRoutledge, 2012

	Mechanical Engineering Principles offers a student-friendly introduction to core engineering topics


	This book introduces mechanical principles and technology through examples and applications rather than theory. John Bird and Carl Ross do not assume any previous background in engineering studies, and as such this book can...
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Multivariate Public Key Cryptosystems (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
Multivariate public key cryptosystems (MPKC) is a fast-developing new area in cryptography. In the past 10 years, MPKC schemes have increasingly been seen as a possible alternative to number theoretic-based cryptosystems such as RSA, as they are generally more efficient in terms of computational effort. As quantum computers are developed, MPKC...
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